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The object of tnis thesis is to delineate a navigational
sjctera capable of prescribing an arbitrary locus, such as a
winding harbor channel, with an uocurncj wuich will allow a
navigator to negotiate such a channel safely in periods of
darkness, fog, or low visibility; and \o evaluate utefulness of
system devised in solution of the navigational problem*
The time difference in reoelpt of signals simultaneously
trenamittec from two precisely located stations determines a
hyperbolic line of position. If a delay is introduced between
trtnsmitted signals, the time difference for a oertain line of
position can be made arbitrary. If the radiation pattern of
one station is made highly it fill 1 ml. the time difference may
be made arbitrary on a small segment of a hyperbolic line of
posit io. . If the beam antenna is rotated, anc a continuous
variable delay is introduced which is a function of angle and
an arbitrary line, the tine difference In recelot of signals
can be made to ucfine the arbitrary line, a is a Microwave,
* lrection-Moriulated, Hyperbolic Navigational System.
procedures are developed for determination of system design
parameters for application to any specific harbor, and for esti-
mation of system error in this application.
These procedures are used, for determination of details
for oston Harbor, and are evaluated experimentally.
Results show that, in :~<ostcn Harbor, the system will allow
a ship to stay within approximately 1>C feet of the center of
the safe navigable channel.
There were no peculiarities of Boston Harbor apparent which
would indicate that accuracy of the aame order could not be ex-
pected for numerous other applications.
Thesis Supervisor: Karl*. Keller, y.M.
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i.i Aid« tQ Ma^igm^^ a^ fining "rrtflti
The problem of navigation hag invited the interest of nany and the
life work of some in its development from a mystical art to the exact
science we know today. One of the most important prooleme of navigat i
is position finding. If the navigator is in familiar territory, I*. id-
narks or other physical objects night give him a key to his position.
Celestical navigation nethods extend the scope of "familiar territory"
practically to the entire surface of the earth. However, weather condi-
tions or poor visibility sometimes make use of these natural aids inpos-
Le. Artificial devices of various kinds lights, foe horns , >ells,
buoys—were used as navigational aids early in maritime history. These
devices are, however, limited in effectiveness by the sane factors which
xt use of natural aids.
irfith the advent of radio cane a new era in the fields of navigation.
Beginning early in this century, radio became the tool for rapid develop-
raent of new aids to navigation which were less dependent on weather and
visibility for accurate, dependable service,
•Id War II gave tremendous impetus to the development of entire
new systems of navigation which enabled ships and aircraft to determine
t) eir position accurately on trips of thousands of miles without seeing
a single star or landmark. The configurations or patterns of lines of
position L:iven by these systems (reduced to siriplar terms of plane rather





Aircraft beacons, shoran, and lorac respectively furnish these three
types of pattern. Petition finding by use of these methods resolves
o the determination of two or acre linet of potelble petition.. The
intersection of these lines of position determines the actual position of
the craft. If a line of position obtainable from one of these systems
happens to pat3 through or near the navigator's destination, the problem
of nagiyation resolves into staying on the line of position through the
destination, and obtaining occasional cross checks of position along that
line. This process is called homing* Present systems can be used suc-
cessfully for homing, provided the course to be follows :t is a straight
lint, a circle, or a hyperbola. Ships and aircraft can hone on one or
mare of these systems to a harbor entrance or to the vicinity of an air-
atrip. Eert a local system is reouired to give the navigator or pilot
information which would allow him to negotiate a restricted harbor channel
into port, or mintain a proper glide path to a landing. The system
problem for aircraft has been solved satisfactorily by several meant and
2
will not be discussed here. The surface problem is more complicated,
and, to date, has received little attention.
j.2 Surface Hoffjbw Pr&lW in Harbors and ^otoUon by Proposed gyrtW
Define the surface system problem as follows:
I. Coverage from outer harbor (or terminus of other homing
system) to inner harbor.
.
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II. lUpid, accurate, and continuous I ion
from safe navigable waters.
7 operation at night, in fog, and in periods
of low visible
In addition to these requireasnte, it would bo desirable to liave
the following system characteristics:
1. Simple, low -cost receiving end indicating equipment,
Idnimufc accuracy dependence on receiving and indicating
equipment.
3« Kinimxm intsrferenae with present radio navigational
systems, commercial and i'dlitary communications systems,
and present electronic installations.
4. Simple, reliable, stable transmitting and control elements.
5* Provisions for wartime security and adaptability to mili-
tary problems.
Consider nore closed tiie three major requirements. Requirement I
ts the range of operation or coverage of area to a radius of five to
twenty wSles. A radio device of moderate power could give satisfactory
performance at all frequencies up to 10,000 let* liequireraent III could
also be met by a sis&lar daviee. Requirement IX, therefore, specifies
the major portion of the solution which is not readily apparent.
The "safe navigable waters" of a harbor ohannel are not, unfortunately,
a single straight line, circle, or hyperbola over a large portion of the
channel length. The system, therefore, must establish lines of position
which are arbitrary, and which follow the line of the channel in any har-
bor where the system is installed. The accuracy of transverse position








safety of his position.
3everal type* of system* night bo devised to givo a Satisfactory
solution to the problem, A straicht-line system using one beacon for each
straight-line segment of a channel could possibly be used, but the lumber
of beacons required would be large. Circular or hyperbolic systems such
as Shoran or Laran could be modified to give position determination to
required accuracy, but these systems would require extremely complex com-
puting devices in the receiver to enable following an arbitrary line.
Present hyperbolic navigational systems, such as Gee, and Loran
transmit accurately synchronized pulses from two stations separated geo-
graphically by a specified distance, A receiver at a point in the coverage
area receives one signal before the other. The time difference in re-
ceipt of the two signals determines a hyperbolic line of position. This
type of system seems to be most readily adaptable to requirements of the
problem. These systems use omnidirectional antennas, and cover the entire
service area with each transmission.
If the radiation pattern of one of the stations were to be changed
to a narrow beam, the coverage area would be restricted to the sector of
the beam, and the pattern of lines of position would be segments of the
normal hyperbolic pattern, Furtherssore , if a time delay is introduced In
the transmission of pulses from the beam antenna, the modified time dif-
ference in receipt on a segment would be the sum of the normal time
difference and the introduced delay. Thus, any segment may be made the
sero tiro© difference segment by introducing the proper delay, A course
line passing through the narrow beam will Intersect a hyperbolic segment,
Bjjr introducing proper delay, the intersection could be made a point of
sero time delay.
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The bean antenna je rotatsd, a snail amount. The coverage
area would then be another sector, on a different bearing from the first
sector. Here, also, a del-. ..« introduced to nake & point on
course line a point of sere tine difference. If, now, the bean antenna
is rotated continuously, and the proper delay is introduced on each bearing,
the coarse line becomes the aero tine difference line.
:rther discussion of the system, the zero tins difference line
will bo made to follow a specified trad . ransnitter witi* an omni-
directional or very broad radiation pattern will be called the "Fixed"
station. The other transmitter with a rory narrow bean antenna and rotating
at constant speed will be called the "Rotating 11 station.
The signals to control the two transmitters will originate in a
"Timer" located at the Rotating station. Iht timing signal for the
Rotating station will be delayed by a function of the antenna rotation,
such that the signals from the Fixed and Rotating stations will arrire
simultaneously at the intersection of the rotating antenna bean aa d track
line. Thus at any point on the track line the tine difference reading
will be &ero.
The system described differs from the normal hyperbolic system in
Wo basic ways
»
(1) The radiation pattern from one of the stations net
be hij'iij di^s-„.iav.a, Ms!
(2) a variable delay which is a function of bearing and
course position is introduced between poise* trans-
mitted from the two stations.
Since high directivity is required, i microwave system would be most
practicable. The resultant system is a "Microwave, ia.rection-i*odulated,
r*
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Hyperbolic Havigationel System." Such a system is capable of generating
arbitrary loci of constant time difference, and might be used to obtain
the solution to the problem stated. For system components see Fig. 1.2.
The derivation of governing equations was the first step in the
development of the system. Before proceeding further it was necessary
to derive equations defining system parameters, and to determine by
analysis of these equations, what factors would control the accuracy of
the system.
To transfer from the realm of theory to the realm of reality, it was
necessary to obtain an idea of orders of magnitude of system parameters
for a particular case. For this investigation, Boston Harbor was chosen.
Tracklines were laid out on the chart from the sea-buoy to Charlestown
Mavy Yard. Sites were chosen for the transmitting stations on the basis
of system criteria and topography (see Fig. l.l). With the equations
derived, and with information obtained from application to Boston Harbor,
specifications for critical components were determined.
Experimental work was conducted to deterroine the practicability of
equipment specifications. The work was carried out in two phases:
(1) Test of critical components without RF link.
(2) Test of critical components with tu link.
The first phase of the test was conducted to determine timer accuracy,
and to explore the most practicable methods of indication. Significant
additional information was gained from these tests concerning the effect
on accuracy of spread in time difference due to beamwidth of the rotating













































































(occuring once every revolution of the antenna). Tho probable readable
tine difference accuracy as determined by these experiments shows the
distance accuracy of the syster. by application of derived aviations.
The second phase of the tests vas conducted to confirm results of
the first phase* Equations had been derived relating accuracy at any
nt in the coverage area to accuracy along the base line. Therefore,
a test along the baseline was a test of the entire system.
!*» ft+mltf »n£ Conclusion^
The probable system error expressed in tine difference was found
It be 0.1 us. This time difference is equivalent in distance to approxi-
mately t 50 feet on the base line or to a maximum of 1 150 feet anywhere
in the coverage area. This type of channel definition is acre than satis-
factory for Boston Harbor, and should be obtainable for many other harbors,
Therefore, we say conclude that the systems of this type would contribute
Materially to the solution of a navigator's problem of negotiating harbor
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e values required for the Introduced delay can be ootnlned graphi-
c~ll;/ ftpejs the nomad hyper- die pattern. . 2.1, take a point on
the trackline and read from the normal hyperbolic pattern the time delay
r-eceived at tide point, W v.er. tie antenna is directed
this point a concolling delay .ixst be introduced in the tiner. A Mathe-
matical expression for the delay will, however, be more convenient and
lend itself more readidy to interpretation and evaluation.
2.1 ^privation of Kouatlon for TntrgflMttf PtliT
Tl» equations are derived la terms of polar co-ordinates about the
Rotating* Station, and on the assunption that wit region of opera-
tion the earths surface can be considered as a plane. Figure 2,2
illustrates and defines the necessary terms.
1 - L 7 1 - 2a cos6 + a2 (l)
Let there be a timer located at R, which at time t will send a trigger
to the transmitter at F. The timer will trirger the transrdtter at R at
i (t + d), where d is defined as the introduced delay.
s one si-nal will start from R at time t, and travel ttm R to
F to p. This 8i L:nal will arrive at p at time t-j_ where




and c i3 the velocity of li
;
ht.
The other signal will start from R at time (t + d) and travel directly
-.
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to p j arri- I tint
t
2
= t + d + at- . (3
)
e
The time difference reading (T) will be t^-tg.
T Ul - « + VI - 2a coee -i a2 ). d, (*',)
for any point (at, 6),
If it is deeired to haye T = for a point (a ,9) on the I .ne
then,
= i(l-a + V31 -2* oogO + a2 ). (5)
2,2 Geometrical ftcqurai
.
To detervrdne the change in T for a am11 noveraent off the trackline
alone a radius from R, take fthl partial derivative of Equation k with
respect to a . Note that d is a constant deterrdned by liquation ,
&T =L_ a - cose - 1 .
6a c .
VI - 2a cos6 + a2 (6)
Rearranging and noting that 3T/Lfia = oT/ar, since r aL,
• tt • a.s. «
, , MMft i !.
or
v 1 - 2a cose + a2
3 defines the radial sensitivity (H.S.), a liondimensional terra.
A diaensional terra. Radial Divergence (R.D.) nay be useful,
*•&. 5 , f (ft. peV us.)
Figure 2.3 ebons the VMM Tor several values of Radial Sensitivity*
3
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f»<rone 2.3
Loci op Radial. SeNSinviTy
ACUTE ANfrLG bETV^CfeN
£F p £ cT OF TftAcK AN«-<-£ ON P.O.

The details of deter.Hiiu A >endix. It can >e t *t
>..; baseline the Radial Divergence w:
. a.j ax:
-x circle drawn with the baseline as a diameter (liereaftor called the
Baseline Circle), the maxima Talus wil &4 ft. /us.
The Radial Divergence
u
ives she best of the expec
geometrical ac-uriC} for an arbitrary tr.ickline. If the I ne Is
specified, a more significant figure is the distance normal to the traok-
line per microsecond of delay. This is expressed as the Pattern Diver-
gence (P.C.). /or an angle e' oetween radius and trackline,
P.D. . R.D. sW (ft. /us.) (9)
Figure 2.4 shows hew this was obtained fr I.
The Radial Divergence remains important in that It expresses the
marlmum value of Pattern Divergence independent of track angle.
It can be concluded that within the baseline circle the error, in
distance normal to the trackline, will be less than 1,000 ft. /us. error
in time difference reading.
It has bean pointed out that the introduced delay will vary con-
tinuously with antenna rotation, and that the time delay received will
vary over a range equal to Che variation in d per oeaBtwic., e effect
of this variation will depend on whether or not it is linear, and whet
the indicator reads the average, the mean, or the extrene. The maximum
effect would be to introduce an error equal to the variation in d for
half a bejarawit.th. Let the error due to variation in d be ed .
.ition is developed in the Appendix for e^ or the basis of














TaricMon of d per beaawi
de 2 (10)
•d - A r.Uift '/ iiffMft
VI - 2a co*6 + a2 71 - 2a cos© + a *:
2
(11)
The rang* of variation ir. the delay for the complete pattern will
effect the percentage accuracy required in the tl-ner for a specified
axinum error. Let this error be e^.
The indicator will introduce an error which should be independent
of system geometric parameters. Let this error be e^.
The error in reading tiwe difference will be the sura of these errors,
and the error in distance off the trackline will be t, where
a « (ed + et + et ) P.D. (ft.) (12)
In general, the range of variation of delay should be indicative of
variations per beassfidth. To the extent that this is so, both ed and e^
will be dependent on the range of variation of delay.
3,*» Loo^on of Statiqnfl
The system e qaations should furnish sorae information to serve as a
guide in choosin^ sites for the transmitting stations.
as the introdaced delay is to be a function of 8, it is apparent that
the trackline must not intersect mp radius from tho Rota. i.on
more than once.
ure 2.3 shows bow the transrdttin^ stations should be located,
with reference to the service area, fc valves of Radia aitivity.
L {
-
It has been shown thr*. valuta can be ned from the
nansal hyperbolic pattern. It can be seen from Figure 2.1 that an attempt
to keep the Pattern Divergence snail by orienting tl» stations to give
small track angles (as per Equation 9) woulu rej$irt *-n l*rge variations
in the Introduced delay. The effect of this was discussed in connection
with Equation 12. Although no positive connection between e^ and range
of d has been mad*| it can be pointed out that P.D. is a function of sinji
and has a finite limit, while d(d)/de is a function of cot^ and has no
Unit. It seems desirable to keep the variation in del^y at a uinimum.
Topography will determine the extent to which theoretical require-
ments can be followed.
The followin,;. general rules should lead to a satisfactory position-
ing of stations:
1. No radius froera the Rotatin£ station can intersect the
trackline nore than once.
2. Include as ;mich of the trackline as possible within the
baseline circle.
3. The nean track should correspond as closely as possible
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jive practical significance to the theoretical relatione developed
in the previous chapter, it is necessary to have specific values for the
Isportant variables. Boston Harbor is b; no means typical of all harbors
or restricted waters) the values determined for Boston Harbor will, how-
ever, be of a practical order of magnitude.
3*1—Pftar*totton, QfJB
3.1.1 Channel and Traoklines . Safe navigable tracklines were laid out
on a 3oston Harbor chart from the start of the dredged channel to Charles-
town 51avy Tard. These are shown on Figure 1.1.
The minimum width of the channel is *K)0 yards. For safe one way
traffic it would seem desirable that the system give an indication of
deviation from the track when the distance off is a maximum of 100 yards.
For two way traffic the maximum allowable error would t>e 50 yards.
3.1.2 Location of Stations , Sites for the transmitting stations were se-
lected in accordance with the relations determined in the previous chapter,
insofar as topography would permit.
The Fixed Station as well as the Rotating Station was located to
allow for line-of-eight transmission. Later development shows this is
not an absolute requiresient for the Fixed Station.
3.1.3 Data for Boston ffarbor . Table I gi*s» the essential data for the
Boston Harbor system, determined for five degree increments of 6. Hore




































































- .736 1336 mo
-
.830 1172 70 1100
-
.937 1050 82 1Q38
~ 1 964 77 959
-1.078 914 70.5 Bfc
-1.146 851 'too
-1.213 811 61 708
-1.275 771 56 639
-do354 726 69 ,7
-1.43: * 67 632
-1.519 fcl 94 64.',
-1.638 6oi :i 594
-1.762 $5* • 556
•1.302 522 -'7 521
-a .965 500 34 ^98
-2.00 w 73 £&£
?75 498 87 497
-JL.357 :0 89 529




-1.246 789 76 764
-1.120 379 69 320
- .987 Wi 64 395
-
.880 U18 80 1100
- .806 1220 89 1220




Mote that the maximum v An Pattern divergence is , ^ ft./
microsecond. This means that the error ft* reading time delay mist be
limited to approximately 0.2 microseconds for one way traffic.
3.2.1 Timor . The timer nust be variable ovor the range from 18-46 micro-
seconds. Simplicity in the timer is of secondary iR^ortance, so accuracy
should be specified to practically eliminate it as a source of error. One
tenth nf the desired overall accuracy, or 0.02 us., should be adequate.
Long time instability requiring monitored operation will be acceptable.
3.2.2 Transmitter* *pH dfnV»BMf- *** bearsridth from the Rotating station
must be kept as small as possible. This retirement dictates that the
frequency should be high in order to obtain a narrow beararidth with an
antenna of practical siae. Use a frequency in the 3 c». band as frequencies
above this are effected to wich by atmospheric conditions to be considered
useable. Bearawidths of 0.1 degree can be obtained for microwave frequencies
r
but considering that the antenna nust be rotated, and perhaps at a fairly
rapid rate, a specification of 0.5 degree bsarawidth seems more practical.
The antenna should be rotated as fast as is practical, considering
the physical problem, and the transient response of the timer and control,
which Mist vary the delay with antenna rotation.
The frequency for the Fixed transmitter should be such that a steep
leading edge can be maintained without requiring unreasonable bandwidth
in the receiver. It should also be at a frequency which will permit good
rejection of signals in the 3 cm. band. The antenna should be omni-






The power rehired froet 1 ,.-ansnitt«rs will be dependent on the
receiverf used) it e Lt is ilesirable to have
the receivers as single aa possible.
Pulse widths and pulse repetition rate will be dependent on the type
of indicator used.
3 .2 .3 tyeoalvsr The receiver suet have one channel, sitlier broad b«.
or automatically tuned, to receive signals in the 3 cm.band. The other
channel should be tuneable to the frequency of the ?lxed Station.
fieoelving antennas for both channels should be broadband end osml-
directlonal.
Beth channels should have sensitivit,, , and autoaatic gain control
which vill produce output signals of fairly constant a*$>litude for signal
strengths experienced anywhere in the service area. Bandwidth* mutt be
sufficient to produce sharp leading edges on the output signals.
7 t2 ,lf Indicator . The total allowable error has been specified as 0.2 us.
The tiraer error has bean specified us 0.02 us. The waxiisaw variation in
delay per bnejnrldth for 3oeton Harbor is 0,25 which can introduce a
waxiwui error of 0,13 us. Therefore the indicator error met be less
than 0.05 us. This accuracy raist be naintainsd when signals from the
Rotating Station are received once per revolution, and the spread in delay





The experimental procedure as outlined in Chapter 1 was divided Into
Wo phases. The first phase was Test of Critical .Jonponents with the HF.
link.
&JL "nir r ^ i nir ii "iMiiiiiarti -nnmii nr nnl
^.1.1 rinsr Construction - The specifications as outlined in Chapter 3
required accuracy Tor the variable tine delay in tho order of 0.01 us.
Although timers wi . 3 accuraxry could be easily constructed with norml
eossaercial practice, such a timer was not available for use in these ex-
periments. Therefore, a sinple phantastron circuit was built with design
adapted from the ranging circuit of the 3U radar. The range of tiine
dslay in this circuit was from 30 us. to 56 us. or % us. The delay
potentiometer was a ten-turn heiiopot. The dial on the heliopot wee
graduated in decrees, ^ith ten-turns of 3&0 &ezr*&9 each, the Ji us.
variai- was divided into 3»aOO ports. The resultant calibration
was for 0.01 us. por de<?*e« of shaft rotation. • siaple circuit,
the spooified tiwsr accuracy was easily obtainable. To balance the 20 us.
ninimn in the variable delay, a fixed delay **« constructed to facilitate
further tests.
*».1«2 Indicator Fatfrnfl . This study was aade to determine best indi-
cator pattern. The set-up used is shown i>y Figure **.l. 3oth pulses are
applied to vertical deflection plates, hi sweep is triggered frost
the first pulse received. Various pulse widths for Fixed arid Routing
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of these teets indicated that the Fixed station poise length should be
slightly greater than the total v on in tine delay expected within
the coverage area. For Boston Harbor, this length should be about 4,0 us.
The Rotating station pulse length should be about 2.0 us. Xn our pre-
vious discussions, we have considered that T « 0. In order to facilitate
matching, it is convenient to wake T * constant » ^ maximum variation of
d, for all points in the coverage area. This is consistent with previous
theory. With this type of presentation, the condition for matching was
the condition where the center of the pulses of the two stations coincided*
This type of matching is difficult to ache4ve because of difficulty in
equalizing lengths of Fixed station pulse extending beyond the ends of the
Rotating station pulse. Further, this type of matching is undesirable
because pulse distortion at the transmitter and in the receiver is such
that the sharp trailing edge of the signal is lost. This distortion makes
matching of pulse centers difficult, if not impossible, without the use
of auxiliary pulse generators in the receiver for each station.
another type of matching which would utilise only the leading edges
of pulses could be described as follows:
(1) The signal from the Fixed station is received and
triggers the sweep on the indicator.
(2) The Rotating station signal is applied to the vertical
deflection plates of the Indicator scope, and, in the
aatohed condition, appears with its leading edge at
the center of the sweep.
(3) The sweep length for operation in Boston Harbor she.
be about k us.
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about one degree of ehaft rotation on the tiner. Ml correspond*
to a tinftr-lndlcatar accuracy of a us. This accuracy is slightly
totter than that obtainable with state *f pulse center* • and eliulmtee
the need for one of the auxiliary pulse ,;ener*tore In the reooivor.
order to obtain tat proper video preeentatio;; it is necessary to save in
the reoeiver either an extrenely linear sweep with graduations on the
scope face, or a crystal oscillator to provide narks on the sweep*
4r}«1 ^ffeat ftf flpynad. The causae of spread in tin* filffereno* have
been discussed in detail in earlier sections . In order bo siaul&te this
spread in static tests, a sinusoidal voltags Mas inpressed on the liner
eo that the resultant tins dels/ varied about the tine delay set by
potentioeeter shaft. Hatching of tins differenoe was again aooonplishod
as detailed above, Keeulte of this test, (tabulated below) showed that
(•1 *t) increased with increase in spread*
Continuous ^i.nals without R./. Links
-0- 0*7° 0.007 us.
C.J5 us. 0.3° 0.008 us.
1-0 us. 1.3° 0.013 us.
the precise functional relationship between spread and error
be fornulated with 1Mb limited data. However* the ordor of magnitude
is significant.
^J»^ flTflwtr ftf ,iwlttii .Patt.. *n order to simlate intera&ttent receipt
of signals from the rotating- station, a key was placed in the trigger
line of the Hotating station pulse generator. The ksy *a* closed at a









final syst-; .. -xtreme rates studied were 12 and 240 signals per minute,
or wit i repitition rates was about the saroe as errors with con-
tinuous signals, and increased very slightly with rates as low as 60 per
minute. As the rate was decreased beyond this point, error increased
sharply. Results of test with varying False Recurrence Rate from Rotating










It can be concluded that, repitlon rate should be kept as high as possi-
ble, but that rate* as low as 60 per minute give acceptable results.
f»t? Tf-.ftt og -al Components with RF Link
The second phase of the experimental work was conducted with an
array of equipment indicated by Figure 4.2.
The equipment was set up for determination of the accuracy obtain-
able along the baseline. In previous work—derivation of equations— we
related the accura.c;, ai9 fhere in the pattern to the accuracy on the base-
line. Therefore, a test along the baseline, would test Use accuracy
finable aijywhere in the coverage area of the system. In the first
sequence of tests a constant time delay was set on the timer. The re-
ceiver unit was moved back and forth along tne baseline, until the time
difference was zero. The receiver was then moved off of the aero time
difference point and returned to the indicated zero time difference
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.ts was a measure of the accuracy with which a specified tine delay
would determine a position along the baee line. The second part of the
IK test was to v*r: the introduced tine delay, leaving the receiver in
the same position. The time delay was manipulated until a sero time
Terence was indicated. This test was intended to give reciprocal re-
sults to the first tests. The correlation of data obtained in these
two tests would he a measure of the accuracy of rea ' >tainable along
the baseline with the RF link.
The first part of this test indicates that maximum distance errors
obtained from receiver movement were of the same order of magnitude as
errors introduced by other system components. Results of this test are
not significant in themselves.
The second part of the test showed that the value of (e^ t e^) with
continuous signals was approximately 0,03 us. probable with the R,?,
link. No spread was introduced, but instability of system components
caused a spread of approximately 0,5 us. This instability would not be
expected in components designed for this use, but was fortuitous in this
test,
*+,3 Evaluation of Experimental Results
The essence of the experimental tests is evaluation of the quantity
(*i * et)» wi-^k spread, intermittent signals, and the all essential
system components.
The probable error (e^ t«^) through all sys ; I nponents but with
continuous signals was 0,03 us. The effect, of sampled data was shown
to be negligible in comparison to this value for rotate -os of interest.
The quantity e^ was found to be negligible. The causes of e^ were dis-
tributed throughout system components, and mirht be reduced in components
designed for use in the svstem,
2
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DIiiCU33I0H OF RESULTS AMD CONCLUSION
The contributions which have been made toward the development of
"A tiicrowave, Direction-i todulated Hyperbolic navigational System" can be
best presented by summarising the results which will be generally appli-
cable, illustrating the application of the general results to a particular
situation, and then evaluating the resulting system.
5«I Sunmary of. General Results
Criteria for selection of station sites have been set forth in
Chapter 2. After the stations have been located, the values of required
introduced delay can be determined by liquation 5« Equation 12 can be
used to determine the system error in terms of the timer error (e^.), the
indicator error (e.), and the error due to the variation in introduced
delay per bearuwidth (®d)« liquation 8 can be used to obtain data for
plotting the direction-modulated hyperbolic pattern.
Geometrical relations in a particular application determine the
variation in delay per degree of rotation of the Rotating station antenna.
With the type of indicator selected (see Chapter b) t the operator deter-
mines the mean of extreme values of time delay received. For a linear
variation of d with within a beamwidth, the mean value will equal the
actual value at the center of the beam. Thus e^ Is introduced by non-
linearity of d vrs. 8. The value of e<j will be the difference between
the mean value and the actual value. Values of e, can be determined from
a plot of d vrs. ©. (see Figure 5.1). Significant non-linearity can be
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beeamis tange t,he normal hyperbolic pattern,
5«3 DptqrinjnaUffl <tf ?temr *n<i indicator ^rrqri
The quantity e^ i* the error in reading tine delay through the com-
plete system when e^ and ed are sero. Its value will depend on equipme.
components, the apreaa of signals caused by variation of d per degree, the
eveeplength of the presentation, the rate of antenna rotation, and the
beanwidth.
The value of e. mist be determined experimentally. It is convenient
and almost necessary to include the timer in the test and determine
(*i + et^ # ^ •*P*ri-B*nt similar to the test of RJP. link in Chapter I
could be used.
The spread in d to be introduced for the experimental test should be
the maximum variation in d per beamwidth, as determined by a plot of d
vrs. ©. The sweeplength of the indicator should be such that for any
position in the channel, the signal and entire spread of signals would
appear on the trace. From inspection of the plot of the dirsction-
modulated hyperbolic pattern, the maximum value of T within the channel
can be determined. The maximum variation of d for half a beamwidth can
be determined from a plot o£ d vrs. 0. The sweeplength should be twice
the sum of these values. The antenna rotation can be simulated by
gating the trigger to one transmitter at a rate equal to the rate of
antenna rotation, and with a gate width equal to the time required for the
antenna to turn through a beamwidth.
A point by point analysis could be made for e^ based on the actual
spread. Due to the rather indefinite dependence, it is considered better
to take the value for the maximum spread and consider it as constant.
<hmmtS
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The procedure outlined In the previous sections was developed as a
result of all theoretical and experimental work done. Consequently it
was not followed exactly in applying the system to Boston Harbor; the
sans essential information was, however, obtained.
The location of stations and determination of geometric relations
for Boston Harbor was discussed in Chapter 3. The maximum value of P,- ,
was 1,33^ ft. /us.
To determine the maximum system error, iiqu*tion 12 need be evaluated
only at the points where P.D. is maximum, and where e^ is significant in
the summation of (e-t -+-e± + e^).
By the experimental procedure discussed in Chapter 4, (e^
-f- e^) was
found to be ± 0.03 us. For Boston Harbor ed became significant at only
one point. It was 0.025 us. whsre P.D. was 497 ft. /us. For this point
2, is 27.4 ft. Therefore:
I^x ^ Ut + «i) P.I>.jaax
Spax = 0.03 x 1,33^ 40 ft.
5.4 Conclusions
5*4.1 Accuracy for Boston Harbor . For quick and easy determination of
time delay, it is felt the probable error based on the figure of ,03 us.
for et + ei ) is a bit optimistic. Reference to Figure A, 6.2 shows that
a time difference of 0.1 us. is readily apparent. Based on this more
conservative figure
i
S^r 0.1 x 1,334 2 133.4 ft.
With this accuracy the system could be used to permit two-way traffic
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of the channel, and passing ships would be separated by at least 100 yards.
5.4.2 ^rbensior, of application. In considering extension of the appli-
cation of this system, several points should be wsntioned.
The srror e _, oan be ignored in determination of maximum system error
on the basis that transmission could be stopped for the few narrow bectors
where it would be of consequence.
The beamwidth is not as critical as it originally appeared to be. Its
effect on e^ has been discounted, and the figure of 0.03 us. for (e^ + e^)
was obtained with a spread of signals of about 0.5 us*, which would be
the maximum for Boston with a one degree beaswidth.
The effects of both spread and sampled data were small compared to
the increase in (e^ +- e\) with the introduction of the E.7. link. It
therefore appears that the equipment wa3 the primary factor in determing
the value of 0.03 is. for (et + e^). Equipment specifically designed for
use in this system could probably decrease this error,
&se of rapid determination of time delay (consideration of which
dictated increasing the time error to 0,1 us.) will be almost directly
proportional to sweeplength.
For any installation where stations can be located to keep the de-
sired service area within the baseline circle j a 4 us, sweep would be
sufficient, the maximum P.D. would be 96k ft./us., and system error could
be limited to less than 100 ft. This would permit safe two-way traffic
in 1 400 yard channel,
5.4.3 Su^ested Improvements . Unfortunately the time delay reading will
not be proportional to distance off the trackline throughout the service






indicate the two edges of the channel, and safety of position could be
more readily determined.
Another possible ijnprovement would be to alter the signal from the
Rotating station at several points in the rotation; this could provide





In development of the system to this point, it has been assumed
that the time|f can be controlled by antenna rotation to provide the pro-
per variation of d with ©. ^ince the timer error was found experimentally
to be negligible, this assumption seems justified. However, design of a
delay control mechanism is essential to the operation of an actual system.
This design problem was not studied. One type of mechanism might be a
cam on the antenna shaft with ordinates proportional to required delay
at each angle. The cam follower would drive a linear time delay potentio-
meter in a circuit similar to that of Figure A #3. Other mechanisms might
be devised using electronic means only. The details of design Tor this
component should be studies in future development.
experimental results indicate that, if a control mechanism can be
developed, a pilot installation is warranted to test the system under
actual operating conditions
•
The nature of the signals used in the system suggests the possibility
of automatic presentation of position by a meter indicating "on channel"
,
or left* or "right" of channel. An extension of this type of presenta-
tion is readily seen in application of the meter signal to an automatic
steering device.
3 3








. •.,.*•«. Nondimsntional distance r/L
Baseline Line between transmitting stations
3**&-**£ emus . -Circle drawn with th* basslino as a diameter
. . 3saunwidth
e Vslocity of lipht
d. Introducsd delay
....... jystsa probable error in feet
eg -rror between indioatsd ti.-ne difference and actual ties
difference, in raicroeeconds •
e^ .Probable error in reading indicated tlase difference
,
^roseconda





r Distance frcti the Rotating station to a point
, . Radial Divergence
&.F. Link. Inclusion of transmitter and receiver
T Time difference





G Angle between the baseline and a radius from A to a
point
fL . Track angle
o .Partial derivative
(5) d.jttL -a 71 - 2a cos$ + a2 )
I
(7) s8T«ai. , a - ooaw -1
JTl - 2a. cos© Y a.z
(8) R.D. SS_
(9) P.D. e R.D. sin j*






Figure 2.3 shoving the loci »J various values of Radial flensitivitj
was b*««d on u»e following manipulation of aquation 7, whioh stated
i
A.3. • t ~ Caffr - 1
vT. - 2a cos« f a
2
Rearrange with (a - cose) or, the right side, end square both sides;




- 2eoa0(a.S.2 ^2H.S.)a j, (R.-. 1 1)2 - cos2G .
a * cos© 4. Ycoe2fc - Ly. t l)Z - cosf
(R.S .2 4. 2R.S.)
a * cot>e 4. V(R, .?, ;3.)2 (ooe2Q - l)
KM? 4. . ,
a * coa«
f




a • cos© 1 5,3, ^JL sin©
/
V-(a^.)2 - 2R.3.
Lst R t3 t j, 1 s k, then
T- (R.S.)2 - 221. ,
a cos© 1 K sin8«
Convertinc to rectangular co-ordinates,














I ^ . x - ^ :
j is a standard form of a circle with center at (-i- -&) and
2 2
radius of *«• 7 "T . The distancs from the center to the origin will
be -i~ /"" ~"T ss -ha Dircla passes through the origin.
Translated back to polar co-ordinates, as defined originally in
Figure 2 .2, the loci will be a circle passing through both stations, with
center on the perperjdicular bisector of the baeeline a distance ™*
fraa the bas^
Mote that for RJ5. • -1, K • so the locus will be a circle with
the baseline as a disaster. (This is substantiated by letting &.S, * -1
in Aquation 7. Toe result is a * cos©.) Continuous use of positive values
of square roots may be corrected for with the following stipulations %
1. For values of A.S. numerically greater than one the locus
will be that part of the loons circle within the base-
line circle.
2. For values of R.5. numerically less than one the locus















A.l Derivation of acaiation for ad.
Under certain condition* e^ is eqoal to one-half the variation in d
per bease/idth, or
is valid for points on the tracklins, so a must ..* a function of 0.
ffasjptl sfi ;
^sJi .&L *%i fe . U<0
la d©
9 c
VI - 2a cos© 4- a
2
89 c j-— •
VI ~ 2a cos© 4- a2
From Figure a-l» it can be seen that
&, s a cot^
m
Combining the above as per Equations 10 and lk„
•d * ftkL l^> v/- f - 9PgO - :




















D' ata for lost on
ItfUL
6 &L coaO VI-2a cos94a' d idMU MU
-SO 7.90 • i5 .174 1.050 47.3
460
.20
. 7.56 . 20 . :.6 1.002 -
-70 7.31 .496 .3 . J2 45.4 . - .338
-65 7.22 .480 . .908 v.. .28 - .937
rji .500 .500 . 42.6 .35 -
7.52 .510 . :*4 .822 41.0 .37 .
-50 7.81 .530 .643 .7, 38.9 .44 -1.146
-45 8.15 53 .707 . 36.6 . -1.213
-40 8.59 .582 . .669 33.9 *5ft -1.
-35 8.89 .602 .ill .614 31.6 . -1.354
-30 9.25 . ?7 .86 . 28.9 *a -1.433
-25 9.55 Mm .906 .497 26.5 - -1.519
-20 9.67 .656 .940 .445 24.6 .37 -I.638
-X5 9.80 . .966 .395 22.3 .78 •i.762
-10 9.80 S5 .985 .363 21.8 .19 -1.882
-5 9.88 .670 .996 -338 20.9 .19 -1.965
10.01 „ _- _
'
1
-319 19.90 .18 -2.00
5 10.?/> . .996 .306 12*1 .2 -1.975
10 10.25 .^95 .985 .3.: 20.1 .25 -1.
15 10. . 36 .966 .379 21. .37 -1.738
: 9.92 . 73 .940 .434 23.8 .41 -1.
25 9.31 .665 .?• .437 25.7 .35 -1.494
30 9.82 . - « .540 27.3 .31 -1.371
35 9.93 . 73 . '-9 .594 ;.8 .13 -1.246
40 10.20 .?! . •«0 29.1 .22 -1.120
45 10. .716 .707 .707 31.0 .32
50 10.86 .736 .643 . 72 32.3 .33 - .880
55 10.85 .736 .574 .335 34.3 .41 - .306





























































L • 14.75 In (on chart) • 30.729 ft.
d/dag • d(» 4. 5) - d(8 - O
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4.5 flrUUs &£ ^BrtrtatnU
This section will include a deed i of equipment used In, and
raw data obtained. Procedures ioliowoc Uin data, and analysis
of data to arrive at conclusions is In Uie body of the repoa
Ttrt of QrttLMl ?«pg»nU "ithwt. tin R.fi Iiln*
bate, i.M* 1-5 , were obtained to determine timer-indicator accuracy
under ideal conditona, to oxliorate tbe variable time delay, and to de-
termine best ^.niicator pattern for- presentation. Xtens S-ll vers ob-
tained to determine effects of various factors on accuracy.
Ifcta, items iji were obtained to find accuracy of position deter-
mination b> the system. Items 3 were obtained to determine overall
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Tig. A.5.1 Pig. A. 5.2
FIGURE A. 5 Types of Indicator patterns.
Figure A.5.1 shows the type of pattern presented by
superposition of pulses frown the pulse generators. The first
pulse received triggers the sweep, and also appears on the sweep.
Pulse lengths were 2 us. and 4 us. respectively. Conditions shown
are for IP 0, I = 0.1 us. , and T - O.ii us.
Figure 1.5.2 skews the pattern when the sveep is trig-
gered by the first pulse, and the second pulse only appears on the





COMPARISON OF INDICATOR PATTERNS WITH SPREAD
In each picture above, the value of T is shown at
zero, 0,1 us., and 0,2 us. In "both types of presentation, it
is readily apparent that a missmatch of 0.1 us. can be seen
at a glance. With care this accuracy might be improved. These
observations are highly significant, since they confirm the









Effects of Pulse Length and Spread
Figure A.7.1 shows the picture obtained with a
spread of 0.5 us., 0.2 us., and 0.1 us. Figure A.7.2 shows
the effect of pulse length on the Step-Type of indication.
Here it is apparent that the pulse length of the Rotating
Station signal should be as long as the maximum spread plus
the maximum channel width in us. in order to avoid ambiguity
in interpretation of the received signal. Pulse lengths of
















































BBseltfTef W T .' •- •
Scope #1 -axtron, Type 51.
Scope #2 TS - 34/AP (cm 5 us. sweep)
Pulse Qen. rl....H*as. Corp. Kodel 798
Pulse Gen. r2...„tfen. xUtdlo, Type 369a
Pulse Qen. #3....Hewlett Packard, V.odel 212A
Pulse Gen. M....Hewlett Pack* ;:i»l 212*
Asp. #1 Ifcswlett Packard, iiodol 4000 (60db gain)
asp. #2 Hewlett Packard, Model 4000 (60db gain)
Mote il Trigger taken to pins 3 * 6 of VJV01 in 30 Hodulition
Qen. Unit (with V-401 removed)
Mote HZ Trigger taken to terminal ll6 on modulator unit of APQ X)
Mote #3 Voltage probe placed in 30 waveguide. Cable leads to








Coj. .o spread, ... - -,000 per sec.
I ^tant delays were set <m "fixed* delay and etched bg rotation of
Variable Delay Potentiometer
. . Pulses from Fixed and Rotating Pulse Qen. ^arae Amplitude * Same Width












0.54° - 0.0034 us.
Width and Height of
142 -lee Resulting from
141 superposed pulse









Probable Srrer 0.384a a 0.0384 us.
Height of resultant
pulse maximised
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5. Pula* width Ratio - 1.1 1 A. .» aatio = 2
r««t a j c
U6. . U^.O .0 Pulse Centers
Setting* ',.0 113.5 115. 11*. superposed
lly.O 11^.5 114.0 114.0
J2&& UlfuA 13A.Q U^.P
Probable ^rror ,iB° 0.0018 ua. 0.384° * C.00384 us
Ifai foLlqwinfi ttita wart, fionrinrtflti with P .ft.fi. * ^W/iift
6. Pulse width Ratio « 2; Amplitude Hatio 1« ^preid • .75 o».
Test I B
Settings
Probable iSrror 1.3° r 0.013 us. C - Intermittent Signals 2/see or
120/min.
7. Step Type Indications No Spread} continuous Signals
Tost ft B
20 26 25 Pulse centers











Probable srror . P « 0.0068°






























Probable Srror 1.3" = 0.013 us.
10. Step Type Indication* Spread 1.2 us.j s 3
Teat A 3









Probable Srror 1.3° = 0.013 us.








Probable 3rror 1.4° i* 0.014 us.
Sweep Length 8 us.
51





















lO -2.03w = 0.0203 us. « 10.0 feet
















71 feet * 0.014 us,
3. Receiver Stationary, Potentiometer Shaft lianipulated for aatch






















































A.6.1 Typos of JjflVjQi Vg able fflf 9jrfffre»f In the body or the report,
a puis* modulated system was described, other types of amplitude modu-
lation could hare been used. Lot us consider a sinusoidally modulated
system. In such a system, the modulation frequency must be low—so that
the transferee error allowable in the system. Thia restriction is re-
quired to eliminate ambiguity in definition of the track line. The
wavelength, therefore, would have to be <: order of 500 to 1,0,
meters, or 600 to 300 K.C. The phase difference between signals from the
Fixed and Rotating stations would indicate lines of position. This type
of system would have definite advantages over the pulse system at the
receiving end at least. Bandwidth of the receiver would be reduced by
a factor of 1,000, and comparably better signal to noise ratios might be
expected.. This would not mean total gain to the system. Available trans-
mitter power would be reduced in almost the sane ratios as bandwidth of
receiver is increased. Further, sinusoidal modulation is more difficult
to apply to r:icrowave transmitters than is pulse modulation. For these
reasons, a pulse system was chosen for study,
Frequency modulated system could be used. In such a system the
frequency of the transmitters is varied linearly (or sinusoldally) with
tine, repeating the variation periodically. The frequency difference
received would then determine the line of position. This type of system
would use relatively new tecliniques of modulating jrderowave transmitters.
The timer of such a 3yateP. could be simply a phase shifting transformer
(when sinusoidal modulation is used) • The receiver could use intermediate
frequency amplification tuned to the difference between the carrier






aimple cycle r^te cout a dial indication. On the aurface this
appeare to be the beet system for development. There la one diffioul
in the use of such a ayatem. The oarrier frequency difference between
the two 8U.Va.ons ruat be controlled to toleranoea less than the frequency
differencea to be read. This would mean control within 20 cycles out of
10,000 >C, or 2 parte in Kr. While auch control might be poaaible, it
is vary difficult to obtain. For this reason thie type of system was
not studied.
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